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Rugby Club Wins; Blanks Westmount

ounding out the Fall season in the

vield and score last Friday afternoon,

the MIT Rugby Club trounced a

strong Westmount Rugby Club of

Montreal, 47 to 3. The win brought

the season record up to a somewhat

resounding standing of two wins, one

loss, and three ties.

The final score came midway

through the first half when

Larry Beaton carried the ball over

for a try, giving Tech a 3 to 0 lead.

Early in the second half, Allo Minkin

scored the second try of the

afternoon to finish off scoring and give

the Cardinal and Grey their final

punt of six points. Although the game

was not exceptionally tight, the
tools for staff joints, and the visiting

suffered three injuries, including one

butty out max, and one man injured

transiently. The Beaver players

avoided what was probably its strongest

area as it effectively

contended the ball with the backs on

both sides having trouble with

the moves. In the secure for the

Beaver's

were Julius Harrison at both

ends at right prop, John

French at left prop, Dan Dub-

lin, and Ken Wilson at the

center, and Ken Johnson at lock, and

Ted Denning at Barn Jones '57, at

inner forwards. In breaking up the

moves, the reg-

by the

system play on

next Spring, when they have an

eight game schedule fixed up. Also

planned for next year is the annual

Hermon Hare Cup, which was

held on the British island vacation

three years ago. This year's team includes

the United States and Great

Britain participating.

The lecture was concluded with a

by Professor Rodan then

on the team's strength as

the evening. Professor Rodan stated that

his best years were

with the
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